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Appendix A: Stimulus materials 

 

1. Control: article with correct information on decreasing crime rates 
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2. Unpolarized misinformation 
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3. Polarized Disinformation  
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4. Regular fact-checker refuting unpolarized misinformation 
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5. Regular fact-checker refuting polarized disinformation  
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6. Satirist refutation unpolarized misinformation 
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7. Satirist refutation polarized disinformation 
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8. No-refutation control article 
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Appendix B: Alternative Polarizations Scales and Results 

 
Measurements 

As an alternative to the “affective polarization”-variable presented in the main manuscript, we 

also measured to alternative forms of polarization. First, participants rated political candidates 

that belonged to the Democrat and Republican party. The following formulation was used: “We 

would like to know your feelings toward some political figures/parties on a scale from 0 to 10” (0 

= very unfavorable to 10=very favorable). Respondents assessed different candidates: Kamala 

Harris; Joe Biden; Chuck Schumer; Mike Pence; Mitch McConnell; Donald Trump. Candidate 

polarization was calculated as the difference between in-party and out-party candidate ratings.  

Second, participants had to rate fellow and opposed party members on a number of 

stereotypical traits presented as two extremes of a 1-7 scale: “Please indicate to what extent 

Democratic Party supporters/Republican Party Supporters possess the following traits: 

unpatriotic-patriotic, stupid-intelligent, dishonest-honest, close-open minded, mean-generous, 

hypocritical-sincere, selfish-selfless.” Polarization scores were measured by calculating the 

difference between in-group and out-group ratings on positive traits: Higher scores reflect a 

stronger discrepancy between in-group liking and out-group hostility (negative scores mean that 

the out-group is liked more than the in-group).  

 

Results 

Logically, the three types of polarization correlated strongly with one another: Affective 

polarization and candidate polarization, r = .68; affective polarization and trait polarization: r = 

.73; trait polarization and candidate polarization: r = .69. 

Test of H1. Our two other measures of (de)polarization—based on the rating of political 

candidates or the stereotypical traits of fellow and opposed partisans—revealed the same results 
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as those reported in the main manuscript text (affective polarization). This means that, across the 

three operationalizations of de-polarization, H1c was not supported (respectively: p = .700; p = 

.112). No differences were found between the control, regular fact-check, and satirical conditions 

Test of H2c. The type of fact-checker, thus, also did not matter for candidate polarization 

(p = .700) and trait polarization (p = .914), which rejects H2c again. 

Test of H3c. Just as for affective polarization presented in the main manuscript (p = .054), 

we also did not find a significant interaction effect between exposure to a fact-check (versus the 

control) and attitudinal congruence for candidate polarization (p = .085). This interaction effect 

was significant for trait polarization (B = 0.37, SE = .15, p = .012), F(3,645) = 2.36, R2 = .01, p = 

.070. Just like affective polarization, though, the results point out that trait polarization increased 

after fact-check exposure but only among those with high(er) attitudinal congruence with the 

fact-check. So, H3c was still not supported. 

Test of H4c. We find the same patterns for candidate and trait polarization as we had 

found for affective polarization. Regarding candidate polarization, again, a significant interaction 

effect is for the regular fact-check conditions (B = 0.65, SE = .27, p = .017) but not for the satire 

conditions (B = 0.18, SE = .26, p = .498). Effects were in the same direction as found for 

affective polarization, thus opposite to the expectation in H4c. Interestingly, for trait polarization, 

both the interaction effects with attitudinal congruence were significant: regular fact-check 

conditions (B = 0.41, SE = .17, p = .018) and now also for the satire conditions (B = 0.34, SE = 

.17, p = .049). Thus, means that trait polarization was also triggered stronger among people 

agreeing with the fact-check after exposure to the satirical version; yet, this was still in the 

opposite direction of H4c. 

Test of H5c. The three-way interaction effect between (1) fact-check exposure (versus 

control), (2) attitudinal congruence, and (3) mis- versus disinformation is not significant for 
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candidate polarization (p = .218) and trait polarization (p = .325). Thus, H5 is still not supported, 

but we can also not confirm the pattern that polarization increased the strongest after fact-check 

exposure among people who agreed with the fact-check. 

Test of H6c. Similar as for the affective polarization outcome variable, no significant 

three-way interaction effect between was found between (1) fact-check format (regular versus 

satirical), (2) attitudinal congruence, and (3) mis- versus disinformation for candidate polarization 

(p = .652) and trait polarization (p = .379). 

 

 

 

 


